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Figure 1. Math transformation
n. a) Dragging -xx2 across the equ
uality. b) Result w
with terms highlig
ghted. c) Dragging x (from 2x) accross other
right-hand sid
de terms factors it and interactive
ely updates the re
esult below. D) S
Squeezing x2/x siimplifies it. e) The final expressio
on.

user frrom key aspeccts of the probblem solving pprocess [7],
such aas choosing altternative compputational pathss or understandinng computatioonal logic. Traanscribing betw
ween paper
and CA
AS provides teedious, error-pprone integratioon but disrupts ccreative probleem-solving. Thhus, CAS is offten underused, nnot used to its full potential, oor foregone enntirely [7].

A
ABSTRACT

S
Students, scien
ntists and engin
neers have to choose betweeen
thhe flexible, frree-form input of pencil and
d paper and th
he
ccomputational power
p
of Com
mputer Algebra Systems (CAS
S)
w
when solving mathematical
m
problems.
p
Hand
ds-On Math is a
m
multi-touch and
d pen-based sy
ystem which attempts
a
to uniffy
thhese approach
hes by provid
ding virtual paaper that is en
nhhanced to recognize mathematical notation
ns as a means of
o
pproviding in sittu access to CA
AS functionalitty. Pages can be
b
ccreated and orrganized on a large pannable desktop, an
nd
m
mathematical expressions
e
caan be computeed, graphed an
nd
m
manipulated ussing a set of un
ni- and bi-man
nual interaction
ns
w
which facilitate rapid explorration by elim
minating tediou
us
aand error pronee transcription tasks.
t
Analysiss of a qualitativ
ve
ppilot evaluation
n indicates the potential of ou
ur approach an
nd
hhighlights usab
bility issues witth the novel tecchniques used.
A
ACM Classificcation: H5.2 [Information interfaces an
nd
ppresentation]: User
U Interfacess. - Graphical user
u interfaces.
G
General terms: Design, Huma
an Factors
K
Keywords: gesttures, multi-tou
uch, stylus, pag
ges, paper, matth.

Fig
gure 2. Documen
nt and note page
es showing reco
ognized
ed computation.
matth and embedde

INTRODUCTIO
ON

P
Problem solvin
ng with Comp
puter Algebra Aystems
A
(CAS
S)
aand with penciil and paper eaach has a num
mber of strength
hs
aand weaknesses, and perhaps as a result, stu
udents, scientissts
aand engineers use
u both. Papeer is inherently
y bimanual [11
1],
ffluid and open--ended. Paper encourages steep-by-step com
mpputation, afford
ding insight at the expense of
o tedious, erro
orpprone mental computation.
c
Alternatively,
A
CAS tools effficciently providee answers at th
he cost of com
mplex UIs whicch
aare highly syn
ntactic, rigid and
a linear. CA
AS distances th
he

Pen annd touch inputt modalities naaturally compllement one
anotheer, and have thee promise to foorm the basis ffor a paperlike biimanual system
m [13]. Thereefore, our apprroach is to
create Hands-On Maath, a virtual ppaper/CAS hybbrid, which
attemppts to combinne the fluid, bbimanual advantages of
physiccal pages with the computational power off CAS. Our
core hhypothesis is thhat if CAS toools were drivenn by direct,
multi-ttouch manipullation and digittal ink within a free-form
note-taaking environm
ment, studentss and even scientists and
engineeers might learrn and work m
more efficientlyy. We note
that vvirtual objectss/pages are noot identical too physical
ones[227], but we hyppothesize that ffor paper they are similar
enoughh for many off the benefits tto carry over. Hands-On
Math’ss current funcctionality limitts it to high scchool-level
math, but we belieeve the approach may apply broadly
across domains and uusers, and suppport collaboratiive work.
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Since it is not yet clear how bimanual techniques should be
designed or employed, our approach in this paper is to push
in a number of directions to see which techniques work out
best in the context of a real system. This approach has a
number of advantages: rather than evaluating techniques in
isolation, we can see how they interact in a full system, and
test this functional system with domain users.
The contributions of this paper are:

research system that provides a virtual notebook with an in
situ pen-based document and web search component[15].
We adopt a basic form of InkSeine’s web searching breadcrumb technique to harvest page clippings.
Recent research has focused on hybrid touch and pen interactions. Brandl et al examine dynamically altering pen
characteristics when the non-dominant hand is placed flat
on the drawing surface, or bi-manually controlling widgets
such as an undo history tool[6]. In addition, they explored
bi-manual interactions that seamlessly transition from menu
selection to direct manipulation, for example, to perform a
bi-manual rectangular selection. Our related TAP gestures,
however, blend into a virtual page metaphor where it is not
necessarily desirable, for example, to always display a
menu given a non-dominant hand finger contact or to use a
menu-based interaction over a naturally parameterized,
unambiguous gesture. Hinckley et al explored using touch
to define a context for interpreting subsequent pen strokes,
for example, to hold an object with touch and stroke off a
copy with the pen[14]. Instead, we recognize partial pen
gestures and display visual feedforward that can be dragged
to confirm a TAP gesture. Frisch, et al also explore pen and
touch, but not gestures requiring a combination of both[10].

 The design of a virtual paper/CAS hybrid prototype that
attempts to expose CAS tools fluidly as bimanual pen and
touch operations (Figure 1).
 The design of several synergistic pen and touch techniques that collectively comprise a functionally rich pagebased system capable of supporting domain users performing representative tasks (Figure 2).
 A qualitative pilot evaluation and usability discussion of
the prototype system as a whole, and the novel bimanual
pen and touch techniques developed for it.
RELATED WORK

There have been several efforts to furnish CAS engines
with a handwriting-based front-end. The MathPad2 system
focused on a gesture-based UI for creating animated drawings driven by handwritten mathematical expressions but
also included several CAS commands for taking derivatives, integrating, and solving multi-variate equations[19].
The MathPaper system, in addition to providing a gestural
UI for simplifying and solving equations, also allowed access to the full functionality of Mathematica by recognizing
its 1D syntax[31]. MathBrush, alternatively, recognized
handwritten mathematics and then provided a menu-based
UI to CAS functionality[18]. Thimbleby explored a novel
calculator UI[28] in which handwritten input is computationally enhanced as it is written to always show a valid
equality. Our work differs from these works at both a user
interface and a system level: we use multi-touch and pen to
provide a general-purpose enhanced virtual paper metaphor
and we support a multi-touch interface for interactively
manipulating and transforming mathematical expressions.
Anthony’s tutoring work[1] is complementary to ours; for
instance, virtual pages could be used to present structured
tutoring materials, and multi-touch math manipulation
could support additional tutoring interactions.
Also related are systems which explore various page-based
interactions. WeSearch provides a multi-touch web search
interface in which pages can be clipped and organized on a
virtual desktop[23]. Other work explores pressure-sensitive
surface techniques for arranging 2D paper-like objects, for
example, to slide one page underneath another, or to peel
back a page corner to see obscured content[8]. Integrating
this work is a complementary research effort.
In addition, there is a large body of work on pen-based
digital notetaking techniques, including commercial products such as Microsoft OneNote which even supports primitive calculator functionality and handwritten mathematics
recognition, but no real CAS features. InkSeine is a notable

OVERVIEW

Joining mathematical computation with enhanced virtual
paper extends the familiar paper-and-pencil interaction
paradigm to improve workflow and assist conceptual understanding. Specifically, virtual paper facilitates the encapsulation of work products into page-like entities, which,
unlike physical paper, can support ink-driven computations
and can be arranged on a large, pannable virtual desktop.
By recognizing handwritten mathematical expressions and
converting them to manipulable typeset notations, virtual
paper can obviate a range of tedious and error prone interactions, such as when manually performing steps in a derivation. For example, algebraic transformations can be executed by pinching, stretching and dragging terms within an
expression. Hands-On Math further provides a suite of gestural techniques for creating and manipulating pages, annotations, diagrams and web clippings. The unifying characteristic of these techniques is how pen and touch combine
to produce efficient interactions that can be robustly recognized without physical buttons, pauses or other delimeters.
Hands-On Math runs on a Microsoft Surface equipped with
an infrared lightpen that can be distinguished from multitouch input because of its brightness. Hands-On Math uses
the StarPad SDK[16] to recognize and convert handwritten
math to typeset notations, gesturally create graph windows,
and trigger symbolic and numeric computations with extended notations. Web queries, written as ink, return annotatable, live web pages. Although Hands-On Math is fullyfunctional, it is incomplete since it does not expose any
disclosure techniques for learning multi-touch or pen gestures. However, our preliminary prototypes indicate that a
customized GestureBar [5] may be sufficient.
In the next three sections, we present the novel UI design
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ccomponents off Hands-On Maath. First we deescribe the inteerfface to a page-b
based environm
ment that was designed
d
to sup
ppport scalable working
w
sets of
o documents and
a notes. Theen
w
we describe a set of lightw
weight, general-purpose mod
de
sswitching and command inv
vocation gestu
ures designed to
rrobustly augmeent inking acttivities. Last, we
w describe th
he
ccore multi-touch UI for maanipulating an
nd transformin
ng
m
mathematical expressions
e
thaat are available on all pages.

bezel rregion, a trash can icon appeears near wheree the finger
contacct left the screeen; by continuuing the drag bback across
the traashcan, the pagge is deleted.

P
PAGES AND WORKSPACE
W

T
There are two dominant tradiitional environ
nments for prob
blem solving – paper
p
and pencil and whiteboards – each with
nt because ofteen
itts own benefits. Whiteboardss are convenien
eentire workflow
ws can be cap
ptured withoutt having to peerfform any spatiaal managementt; however, theey quickly fill up
u
aand cannot be used like a no
otebook for lon
nger term work
kfflows. Paper on
n the other haand is non-inteeractive and caan
pprovide no acttive assistance.. Thus, we deesigned a hybrrid
taabletop solutio
on that blendss whiteboard-llike interaction
ns
w
with resizable pages that liv
ve on a large virtual desktop.
U
Users can grow
w existing pag
ges to accomm
modate compleex
pproblems or pan
n the desktop to
t make room for
f new work.
B
Beyond basic multi-touch interactions fo
or dragging an
nd
rrotating pages with
w one or more fingers, wee designed threee
ppage managem
ment interaction
ns, including a virtual deskto
op
w
with panning bar, bezel gestu
ures to create and
a delete pagees,
aand a page “follding” gesture to
t make room for more work
k.

Fi gure 4. Dragging
g over bezel disp
plays trashcan w
widget.

Since pages can be manipulated w
with one or tw
wo fingers,
manipulation, pparticularly
they aare subject to accidental m
when writing, since the palm of tthe writing hannd may be
mistakken as a fingerr contact. The palm rejectionn technique
of ignooring large conntacts partiallyy addresses thiis problem,
howevver, users may also explicitlyy hold a page ssteady with
two orr more fingerss from their non-dominant hhand while
writingg – similar to hhow people conntrol physical ppages [11].
Pannin
ng Bar

To fre e users from hhaving to worryy about what too get rid of
material, we aadapted the
in ordder to make rooom for new m
notionn of a continuoous virtual desktop that was previously
found useful for ddesktop code development[44]. Unlike
fixed-ssize desktops, where the cluttter of overlapping pages
becom
mes an interactiion burden, conntinuous virtuaal desktops
allow uusers to createe more space oon demand whiile preserving a sspatial record oof their previouus work.

P
Page Managem
ment

T
To facilitate an
n exploratory mindset
m
when problem
p
solvin
ng,
w
we wanted to minimize
m
the cost
c
of creatin
ng a new virtu
ual
ppage. We dism
missed using deedicated button
ns on the displaay
bbecause we fou
und them to bee distracting an
nd had to be in
ncconveniently placed to avoid
d accidental triggering. We in
nsstead associate page creation with a bezel gesture[26]
g
(Fig
guure 3). Our bezzel gestures aree parameterized
d by the number
oof fingers that cross the bezeel and which bezel
b
is crosseed.
S
Swiping two fingers
f
through
h the left or riight bezel, as if
rreaching beyon
nd the desktop for a new sheet of paper, crreaates a page. Sw
wiping through with one fingeer pans the desk
ktoop. The physiccal distinctiven
ness of one verrsus two fingeers
aalong with bezeel size enables eyes-free interraction.

Figure 5. Swiping up th
hrough bezel with
h two fingers sho
ows panning
bar; con
ntinued dragging
g pans the deskto
op.

Althouugh swiping thhrough the bezzel with one ffinger supports ffine-grained paanning of the vvirtual desktopp, we wanted a coomplementary technique to ffacilitate largerr scale navigationn. After recoggnizing an uppward two-finnger swipe
througgh the bottom bbezel, we display an interactivve panning
bar (F
Figure 5). The panning bar ddisplays a livee, miniaturized paanorama of thee user’s worksspace that provvides a visual ovverview of the uuser’s work hiistory. The currrently visible dessktop is always centered undder the user’s fi
finger when
the paanning bar apppears; as the user drags hhorizontally
along the panning bar, the desktopp scrolls corresspondingly
to thatt location. Whiile one hand coontrols scrollinng, the other hannd can grab paages to relocatee them within the virtual
worksppace. Invokingg the panning bbar requires a two-finger
swipe to reduce thee likelihood off unintentionall triggering
which can occur, for example, whhen leaning ovver the surface ass accidental coontacts are madde with an arm,, shirt, etc.

Figure 3. Swip
ping over bezel with
w 2 fingers crea
ates a page.

T
To delete a pag
ge, we considerred reversing th
he page creatio
on
ggestures (i.e., drag
d
a page offf the bezel with
w two fingerrs)
bbut decided succh an interactio
on might confliict with an intu
uitiive reaction to
o just move a page
p
“out of th
he way” without
ddeleting it. Morreover, since deleting
d
pages is
i less importaant
bbecause of the virtual deskto
op, we chose a deliberate pag
ge
ddeletion gesturre (Figure 4): after
a
dragging a page into th
he
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F
Folding

start oof a drag provvides unobtrussive disclosuree which is
critical
al for not interffering with a deefault draggingg behavior.
The m
menu is only acctivated and m
made fully opaqque after a
secondd contact is maade over its cennter; menu item
ms can then
be sel ected by slidiing the secondd contact overr them. An
active menu can be deactivated byy sliding the seecond contact baack to the mennu center and rreleasing. Sincee the menu
appearrs predictably, centered on tthe drag’s starrting point,
trainedd users can aanticipate this and co-articuulate menu
selectiion with draggging before thee menu has become fully
opaquee as with markking menus[177]. Depending on manual
dexterrity, this interacction can be peerformed with oone hand.
We beelieve under thhe rock menus are more apprropriate for
math m
manipulation tthan bi-manuaal marking meenus which
requiree two hands tto operate andd automaticallyy center an
opaquee menu over tthe dragged oobject[25] whicch disrupts
defaultt dragging intteractions. Sim
milarly, tap-based menus
can bee falsely trigggered by inaddvertent contaccts – even
multi-ffinger tap meenus can be triggered pinnching and
stretchhing gestures. W
We also avoidded widgets foor invoking
menuss because they add visual cluttter without resolving the
false aactivation probblem as users bby chance mayy hit a widget whhen interacting with the backrround or nearbby object.

A
As a complemeent to page maanagement, we use multi-toucch
ffolding gesturees to manage space
s
within a page [9]. Thu
us,
ffor example, a user may choo
ose to fold awaay part of a com
mpplex derivation in order to sim
multaneously view the problem
sstatement and their current step
s
in the derrivation without
hhaving to scrolll between the two. By pinch
hing in the maarggin of a page,, users interacctively simulatte a 3D fold in
w
which the pagee buckles up beetween their fin
ngers (Figure 6),
6
bbefore collapsin
ng into a sugg
gestive “crease” indicated with
a soft shadow. Tapping the sh
hadow line unfo
folds the page.

Figure 6. Folding page contentts to make space
e on the page.

S
Since this technique is intend
ded to supportt complex worrk,
itt does not acttually shorten the page the way
w a real pag
ge
ffold would, butt instead causees the page con
ntents to slide up
u
aand create open
n space at the bottom of thee page. This op
peeration is akin
n to code elisio
on techniques in source cod
de
eeditors except it
i does not operrate on syntacttic structures.

Touch
h-Activated Pe
en Gestures

Pen geestures are ofteen touted as beiing well suitedd for invoking sp atially parameeterized commaands. However, pen geswith regular innking activtures aare by definitioon ambiguous w
ities unnless distinguiished through special hardwaare buttons
(e.g., stylus-mounteed, or externaal buttons). Inn previous
work, a set of pen-oonly gestures (ffor scribbling oout, selecting, grraphing and peerforming undoo and redo) waas designed
and evvaluated to be compatible w
with writing maathematical
expresssions [31]. H
However, in a general inkinng context,
looselyy defined pen-oonly commandds, such as lassso selection
and sccribble deletioon, are likely to conflict with regular
inkingg and thus requuire additional iinput for disam
mbiguation.
The teechnique of reqquiring terminaal punctuation iin the form
of a ppen tap is woorkable but coomes as pure interaction
overheead since the ppunctuation coontributes nothhing to the
specifi
fication of the ooperation or opperand [30].
Hybridd pen and touuch gestures, hhowever, can be readily
disambbiguated from
m isolated ink and touch acttivities and
enablee fluid direct m
manipulation ttransitions. Floow/Control
menuss [12] supportt such transitioons but requirre a mode
switchh from inking and require menu selectioon motions
unrelat
ated to the desirred direct maniipulation.

G
GESTURES

IInherent ambig
guities exist when
w
trying to decide wheth
her
d
manipulainnput is intendeed to be ink, a gesture or a direct
tiion. To support fluid com
mmand invocaation and mod
de
sswitching, we developed three
t
complem
mentary gestu
ure
techniques whiich have minim
mal overlap with
w other activ
viotentially can be
b robustly reco
ognized.
tiies and thus po
U
Under-the-Roc
ck menus

U
Under-the-rock
k menus are a general purp
pose mechanism
ffor associating contextual acttions with disp
play elements. In
I
eessence, they are
a context men
nus that are “h
hidden under th
he
rrock” only to appear
a
when objects
o
(i.e., rocks) are moveed.
F
For example, dragging
d
a term
m in a mathemaatical expressio
on
m
might default to
t a factoring operation; thee under the rocck
m
menu for that teerm, however, would allow the interaction to
bbe changed to reordering,
r
term
m splitting, or something
s
elsee.
A
An under-the-rrock radial meenu grows, afteer an initial laag,
oout from an objject’s initial location as the object
o
is draggeed
aaway (Figure 7).
7 Growing a semi-opaque menu from th
he

Figure 7. Under-the-rock men
nus. Dragging the 2 in the 2x fac
ctors it from the e
expression as a ssemi-opaque rad
dial menu grows.. Touchng the ∑ icon sw
witches to a sliderr that splits the 2 into a sum.
ing the menu center makes it opaque and actiivates it. Selectin
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need tto specify wherre and how thee space shouldd be created
(e.g., vertically or hhorizontally, aacross the whoole page or
locallyy). We providde a TAP gessture for spacee insertion
(Figurre 10): as the uuser draws a strraight line in aany orientation, w
widgets appearr on either sidee of the line staarting point
for seelecting the paage contents on either side of the line
respecctively. If the user ends theiir ink stroke, the widget
disapppears. Howeveer, if the user toouches either w
widget, the
drawnn ink becomes a “push-bar”. Moving both eends of the
push-bbar is like mannipulating the toop (or bottom)) corners of
a pictuure frame wheere the page coontents below (or above)
the pu sh-bar is the piicture. If eitherr contact is releeased, then
the pu sh-bar only mooves its contennts along one axxis.

Figure 8. TAP
P gesture FSA. Multiple
M
gesture stems can match
h
and display wiidgets, but only one
o gesture can be fired.

O
Our solution, touch-activated
t
d pen (TAP) gestures, recog
gnnizes pen gestu
ure stems on-th
he-fly as they are drawn (Fig
guure 8). A gestu
ure stem is a no
on-trivial subseet of a compleete
ppen gesture. Reecognizing a gesture
g
stem peerforms no com
mm
mand but ratherr introduces a feedforward
f
widget(s)
w
that caan
pperform a comm
mand if triggerred by concurrrent touch inpu
ut.
IIf the pen strok
ke ends withou
ut touch input or
o if the stem no
n
d
Trriggering a TA
AP
loonger matchess, the widget disappears.
ggesture with touch
t
input alllows fluid traansitions to bib
m
manual, pen-on
nly, or touch-o
only interaction
ns. False recog
gnnition of TAP gestures
g
is unlikely if widgetts are positioneed
aaway from thee hand holding
g the pen. In addition to im
mpproved recogniition accuracy, TAP gestures are more scalabble than pen-on
nly gestures siince a similar or
o even a sing
gle
ggesture stem caan trigger multtiple non-overllapping feedfo
orw
ward widgets. To avoid thee “noise” of unintended
u
feed
dffoward during regular inking
g, all widgets are displayed at
rreduced opacity
y until activateed by touch inp
put.

Fig
gure 10. Drawing
g a line displays an insert space w
widget.
agging the widge
et inserts or remo
oves white space
e.
Dra
Examp
ple 3: Clipboard
d pasting

We alsso provide a T
TAP gesture foor pasting clipbboard contents. A
As a ‘p’ is draawn, we displayy a paste icon. If the user
taps thhis icon, the ‘pp’ disappears annd the clipboarrd contents
are paasted. If insteaad the paste iccon is draggedd, then the
clipbo ard contents aare interactively adjusted too fit within
the bouundary definedd by the pen annd touch contaccts.

E
Example 1: Mak
king 2D selection
ns

PalmP
Prints

A
Although userss can lasso ink by drawing an
n enclosed loop,
thhere are timess when this is inconvenient or inappropriaate
ssuch as when selecting large regions
r
of ink or when makin
ng
a rectangular im
mage clipping. Thus, we supp
port an addition
naal gestural selecction techniquee: as a user draaws a crop marrk,
a semi-transparrent dashed recctangle appearrs in registratio
on
w
with the crop mark (Figure 9). The user can ignore th
his
rrectangle and keep
k
drawing, or by dragging
g a finger across
itt switch from inking
i
to rubbeer-banding a reectangular selectiion marquee. Since
S
the pen and
a finger-toucches control op
ppposite corners of the marquee, its position and size can be
b
aadjusted simulttaneously [3]. For
F larger selections, this TA
AP
ggesture also prrovides the beenefit of requirring less movem
ment than a corrresponding lassso would.

Althouugh gestures arre efficient for executing manny types of
comm
mands, they reequire significcantly more eeffort than
simplyy pressing a buutton. In situattions where effficiency is
importtant, such as w
when switchinng between diffferent pen
colors when drawinng a diagram or alternating between
math nnotations and ddrawing elemeents, the overheead of performinng a path-baseed gesture (or locating and clicking a
toolbar
ar item) can be burdensome. IIn such cases, having the
desiredd functionalityy on a button beneath one’ss fingertips
on the non-dominantt hand is both eefficient and roobust [20].

Figure 9. Dra
awing a crop marks displays a feedforward selec-tion/clipping marquee widget. Dragging the marquee while
e
drawing switc
ches to bi-manua
al rectangular sellection.
E
Example 2: Inse
erting space

W
When problem solving, users often are unab
ble to plan aheaad
sspatially for th
heir future notaations and find themselves in
nneed of insertiing space betw
ween existing
g notations (an
nd
ooccasionally wanting to remo
ove space). In these
t
cases, theey

Fig
gure 11. Placing palm and fingerss on surface activvates
Pal mPrint menu. Liffting and tapping
g a finger change
es the
pen
n mode. Chording
g is also possible
e. A Customize p
palette
allo
ows drag and rem
mapping of functiions.
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W
We thus develo
oped PalmPrin
nts which are similar to fingeertaapping techniq
ques [22][21] but
b which insteead activate im
mpplicitly when an
n open hand iss placed on thee surface (Figu
ure
111) and deactiv
vate when it is lifted to do something elsse.
W
While the userss palm rests on
n the surface, up-down
u
fingeertiip transition arre recognized to
t invoke a com
mmand associaateed with that fiinger. Identifyiing each fingeertip is done by
b
ssorting the inittial five fingerttip contacts acccording to theeir
rradial angle rellative to the laarger palm con
ntact(s). When a
ffingertip contacct is lost, we trrivially know which
w
finger waas
liifted. When all
a lost contactts are regained (as new con
ntaacts), a chord is triggered th
hat executes thee commands asa
ssociated with each finger thatt had been lifted.
B
By associating functionality with each fing
gertip, users caan
eexecute commaands without looking;
l
howeever, we displaay
aan icon above each fingertip for disclosu
ure (Figure 11
1).
D
Dragging and dropping fun
nctions from a customizatio
on
ppalette onto an icon reassigns that fingertip’s command.
A
Alternatively, the
t user can usse their primary
y hand to “lock
k”
thheir PalmPrintt on the displaay. If the userr then lifts theeir
hhand after haviing locked the PalmPrint, thee PalmPrint wiill
trransform itselff into a five-iteem toolbar. Thiis toolbar can be
b
ddragged with either
e
hand sim
milar to a Too
olglass [3]. Th
he
tooolbar can be dismissed with
h a tap, or it caan be restored to
a PalmPrint if the
t user simply
y places their hand
h
back dow
wn
oon the surface in
i the registratiion pose.

ture is recognized ass a contact withh a physical arrea below a
calibraated threshold,, otherwise a ffinger pad conntact is recognizeed. Since conttact area is dyynamic, particcularly just
after thhe finger toucches the surfacce, we do not distinguish
betweeen poses until after the contaact has moved by 25 pixels. Inn addition, if thhe contact has not moved affter 100ms,
we dissplay a dynam
mic 3D represenntation of the recognized
“postuure” and its asssociated functiion. Finger posture is ignored after dragging begins.
FingerrPose recognittion works wiithout calibrattion which
can bee problematic for users withh small fingers or a soft
touch; however it was sufficient foor pilot study evaluation.
More rrobust recognittion is possiblee with additionnal sensing.
MATH
H

Using existing SDK
Ks [31], we suppport math-speecific interactionss for writing mathematical expressions, computing
valuess with extendedd mathematicaal notations, annd creating
graphss with gestures. In addition,, we extendedd this work
with a suite of mullti-touch interaactions for traansforming
mathem
matical expresssions both to ccompute solutiions and to
gain innsight on the problem dom
main and the process of
solvingg problems – cconcerns that aapply equally to students
and exxperienced maathematicians[77]. From a m
mathematics
perspeective, our goaal was to exttend the functtionality of
previoous pen-based m
math systems to support alggebraic maations that are ffundamental too mathematicall reasoning
nipulat
but whhich are generaally hidden byy CAS systemss. Although
pen-baased manipulaation techniquees are possiblle, we felt
that m
multi-touch intteractions werre more suitabble for the
manipuulation nature of mathematiical transformaations. Unlike peen interactions, which inherenntly conflict w
with writing
mathem
matics and reequire a com
mpound selection/manipulationn interaction, m
multi-touch geestures have thhe promise
of inttegrating selecction with maanipulation inn a single,
memorrable and efficcient physical action. For example, to
join tw
wo additive term
rms, users can jjust pinch them
m together;
a hypoothetical pen-bbased counterppart would neeed to select
terms and indicate thhe join operation (and not coonflict with
math notations)) before initiaating direct
the enntry of new m
manipuulation feedbaack. Nonetheless, the set oof possible
mathem
matical operattions is large, requiring subttlety to increase the expressiveeness of multi-touch manipullation.

F
FingerPose

S
Since touch-and
d-drag is prefeerable to the mo
ore heavyweight
bbi-manual Palm
mPrint for com
mmon actions such
s
as draggin
ng
a window or panning
p
its con
ntents, we creaated FingerPose
w
which selects one of two in
nput modes baased on verticcal
ffinger posture. For comparisson purposes, we also implem
mented multi-fi
finger drag alternatives.

Figure 12. Finger posture selects a drag mode. A widget
p
reveals functionality and th
hresholds.
activated on pause

F
FingerPose estiimates the postture of a fingerr based on initial
ccontact geomettry to select beetween two maanipulation fun
nctiions (Figure 12). By using one-finger
o
Fing
gerPose for win
nddow dragging, and content sccrolling, and tw
wo-finger pinch
hinng for zoomin
ng, each functiion is isolated and inadvertent
m
manipulations are
a unlikely. Alternatively,
A
using two-fingeers
ffor both zoomiing and pannin
ng (e.g., MacB
Book UI) afford
ds
sseamless transitions and requiires less physiccal dexterity.
F
FingerPose is similar
s
to apprroaches which analyze surfacce
ccontacts to deteermine finger orientation parrallel to a toucch
ssurface[29] and
d to recognize the individuall finger poses of
o
a compound simulated
s
button press[2]. However, Fin
nggerPose is welll suited for rep
peat interaction
ns and omni-diireectional draggiing since, unlik
ke SimPress[2
2], it requires no
n
innitial finger movement
m
for activation.
a
Th
he fingertip po
os-

Fingerrtip Area Selections

Tappinng an expression activates it for manipullation, and
increasses its font siize to facilitatte syntax-awarre, contact
area-b ased selection[24]; touchingg a symbol seleects it subject too convenience shortcuts based on how thhe fingertip
contacct regions intersect mathemattical symbols (F
Figure 13).

Figu
ure 13. Fingertip area selection: a
a) one symbol; b) two symbols by touching both
h; c) term by toucching operator; d
d) neighborerms by touching
g part of one and
d operator; e) a lo
ong span.
ing te
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T
Touch Manipulations

GestureBar [5] ccould provide additional,
techniqque such as G
more eefficient, discloosure of functioonality and strategies.

T
The interface for
f performing mathematical transformation
ns
cconsists of sequ
uences of pincch, drag, and sttretch direct mannipulations of terms within an expression
n (Figure 1), as
a
ssummarized in Table 1. The associated alg
gebraic transfo
orm
mations are natturally parametterized by wheere the terms are
a
ddragged. Thuss, to preserve context,
c
we do
o not modify th
he
toouched expresssion directly. Instead,
I
“ghost” copies of ju
ust
thhe touched sym
mbols follow th
he user’s fingeer contacts whiile
thhe resulting trransformed expression interaactively updatees
bbelow the orig
ginal. Howeverr, there are more
m
math tran
nsfformations thaan unique inpu
ut affordancess. To avoid th
he
ddisruption of an
n explicit mod
de switching UI,
U we select diiffferent default manipulations
m
based on whaat was toucheed.
F
For example, by
b default drag
gging an operaator reorders th
he
term on its rig
ght, whereas, dragging
d
a varriable(s) succeesssively factors itt from the exprressions it passses over. Durin
ng
aall manipulatio
ons, an under-th
he-rock menu grows out from
thhe original loccation of the drragged symbol – when needeed,
thhis menu can override the default
d
manipu
ulation. The lim
mitted expressivitty of touch inpu
ut makes it eassy to start “play
yinng with math”” but also dem
mands the adop
ption of interaactiion strategies. For example, to simplify x y x,one x mu
ust
bbe moved next to the other beefore a pinch caan join them.

Visuall Feedback

Since the structure of an expresssion may channge signifiwe did not
cantly as the result of a single traansformation, w
feel thhat it was posssible to show the results of a transformationn in-place withh the original expression. Inn addition,
since a transformatioon may producce a result that is structurally quuite different, w
we felt that it was importantt to leave a
visual trail that wouuld explicitly shhow what happpened in a
transfoormation step. Thus, as userrs manipulate a term, the
resultinng transformaation is displaayed directly bbelow. We
use ann arrow-like visualization in combination w
with colorization and shading ccues to depict hhow terms havve changed
from oone transformaation step to thee next (Figure 1).
PILOT
T EVALUATION
N

To gaiin insight intoo the utility of Hands-On Maath for domain uusers and to ggain feedback regarding its techniques
and feaatures, we connducted a pilot evaluation.
We reecruited 9 partticipants (agedd 18-24; mean age: 20.7;
SD: 1..79; 2 female; 8 right-handedd) from the unddergraduate
studennt population oof Brown Univversity. Particippants were
requireed to use matthematics to ssupport their ccoursework
(e.g. a physics classs). We believee undergraduatte students
are reppresentative off the potential user populatioon because
they uuse mathematiccs to support thheir courseworkk and studwere compensated.
ies on a regular basiss. Participants w
Particiipants first coompleted a prre-questionnairre. Participants w
were then readd an introducttory statement that introduced them to the sstudy, and asked to think alooud during
the tassks they wouldd be working onn. Due to the ddependence
of ourr system on a llarge and expeensive Surface, and other
hardw are limitationss (e.g., the inffrared light penn is sometimes mistaken for ttouch input annd produces innk at a low
sampliing rate makinng some gesturres unreliable), we chose
to do a lab study. W
We instructed pparticipants to ignore minor buugs/glitches whhere possible, aas our goal waas to evaluate thee system designn rather than thhe implementattion.
Users were asked to complete a sett of exploratoryy tasks:
Creating and maanipulating pagges
 C
 Peerforming a baack-of-the-enveelope calculatioon
 Soolving a more complex mathh expression by performinng a multi-step derivation
 G
Graphing an equuation and mannipulating the ggraph
 U
Using the PalmP
mPrint to changge modes and ddrawing an
annnotated diagraam in differentt colors of ink
 W
Web clipping
 M
Manipulating thhe contents of a page with TA
AP gestures
annd page foldingg
Particiipants were perrmitted to perfform additionall actions to
“play”” with the systeem or to descriibe a thought thhey wanted
to exppress. Since thhe system is noot yet designeed for selfdisclossure, they weree assisted with usage when neeeded.
At the completion off the study (whhich lasted appproximately
45 minnutes), particippants completedd a post-questiionnaire.

Table 1. Multti-touch algebraic identity trans
sformation UI.
Manipulated terms
t
are highlig
ghted in red. Res
sulting expressions are show
wn below with mo
odified terms in green.
g

A
Although userss may enjoy leaarning the math
h transformatio
on
U
UI by playfullly exploring “what happens if” scenarios, a
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OBSERVATIONS

ble was considered a plus since there was no perceived cost
to having the extra gestures despite the fact that TAP gestures generate feed-forward. However, in the case of the
space insertion gesture, participants were enthusiastic and
eagerly explored different ways to manipulate their ink.
The PalmPrint technique was particularly sensitive to hand
posture in order for contacts to be generated for the palm
and each finger using the Microsoft Surface SDK. Several
users placed their hand flat on the surface and needed
prompting to arch their hand because the SDK would not
generate thumb contacts in particular. No participant reported any discomfort when asked to successively lift and
tap each of their fingers, although two noted that lifting the
ring finger was difficult. When asked how they felt about
having their hand on the surface when drawing, only one
participant noted a preference to keeping their hand off
screen. All participants were comfortable switching between red, green and blue ink without looking, although
they all thought that being able to customize the function
mapping for each finger was a useful feature. One participant suggested that it might be more convenient to have
different function “palettes” instead of customizing each
finger one at a time. Several participants noted that the
PalmPrint would work well when switching modes frequently, for instance to change colors in a drawing, but that
the feature of having it collapse into a tool palette when the
palm was lifted would be more useful when making occasional mode switches. No participant indicated a preference
for dragging the tool palette as a toolglass. Several thought
that it was nice that they could “re-snap” the tool palette by
simply placing their palm anywhere on the surface.
When contrasted with using two fingers to pan graph contents, finger posture was generally considered more difficult to remember and perform. Users seemed to exaggerate
the instruction to use their fingertip by rotating their hand
into unnecessarily awkward positions. The feedback widget
showing the recognized posture was well received as users
wanted to find the transition point between finger tip and
finger pad. After a brief introductory period, participants
seemed to control their posture without difficulty which
indicates it may be useful as an additional mode.
The under the rock menu initially appeared to induce unnatural hand positions. Some participants dragged terms
across their body and thus had to cross their hands to reach
the menu; others tried to find ways to access the menu with
the same hand they used to drag a term. In both cases, additional instruction about how to efficiently use the menu
with one or two hands appeared to resolve the difficulty.
Once learned, however, all participants found the technique
to be convenient with only one suggesting that it could be
improved by allowing the dragged term to be released as
soon as the menu was activated (our implementation treated
the menu as a modifier of the initial finger contact and disappeared when the initial contact was released). Users
overall did not find the semi-transparent menu to be distracting, although one noted that it took “getting used to.”

Participants were overall very positive about the potential
of the system although there was a strong sentiment that the
system might be more widely used if it were available in a
portable form factor, such as a Tablet PC, or at least on a
more ergonomic drafting table display that would make it
easier to reach across the screen. In this section, we report
specific details of their interactions with system features.
Pages

Participants appeared to experience little difficulty manipulating and writing on pages, as several participants picked
up the stylus and began adjusting the paper and writing
without instruction. When asked how the virtual pages
compared to normal paper, all participants reported that it
felt natural despite the awkward light pen used for the experiment. One user was unsure of whether he could place
his hand on the page while writing, but all others seemed to
write naturally. In addition, users were enthusiastic about
the panning bar and played with it longer than needed to
perform the requested tasks. Several participants spontaneously remarked that it was “cool” and that it would help
them organize their pages into distinct regions.
However, we also observed that participants experienced
initial difficulty with the page creation and deletion interface. Not surprisingly, no one discovered the bezel UI
without instruction and some participants needed several
attempts before remembering that two fingers were required to create a new page. Also, instead of performing the
delete gesture as a single fluid motion, most users did it in
two steps by first dragging the page partly off-screen and
then lifting and tapping on the trashcan icon that appeared.
Paper folding, which was only enabled at the end of the
experiment, received mixed reviews. Some users thought it
would help them make space on a page, while others did
not feel that they needed such a feature. Several users
commented that they did not feel that pinching was precise
enough for them to accurately select the region that they
wanted to collapse and suggested that a TAP gesture would
allow them to draw precise boundary lines that could be
confirmed as a fold with a pinch gesture.
Gestures

Since no mechanism was provided for gesture discovery,
all participants required explanation for how to perform
gestures. Verbal descriptions often were misinterpreted
whereas a single hands-on demonstration was sufficient.
TAP gestures received mixed reviews from study participants. Several participants noted that using two hands to
perform an action seemed unnatural and thought that a unimanual technique would be preferable. In the case of the
two selection gestures, participants generally noted that
simple lassoing seemed more natural and would be used
predominantly, although two thought that rectangle select
would be more efficient. Participants also agreed that the
rectangle selection TAP gesture would be best for making
precise selections, such as when cropping an image. The
fact that all selection gestures were simultaneously availa-
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Page metaphor. We also found that the choice of using manipulable pages as a primary UI element, as opposed to a
whiteboard or book metaphor, appeared to provide a viable
alternative to explicit grouping as an organizing principle.
Users seemed to have a strong, a priori sense of how to
organize information with pages. They expected math written on one page to be in the same computational scope, and
distinct from math written on other pages. They had strong
feelings about wanting to grow pages to add related information and to use a new page to enter logically different
information. Being able to fold pages to make more space
seemed natural and “cool” to most participants; however,
many felt that a pen-based technique was needed to precisely define the pinch boundaries while also admitting
they might not need folding functionality very often. Alternatively, users were captivated by the panning bar, identifying it as a convenient tableau for collecting informal collections of pages and addressing the desire to spread a working set of pages out beyond the limited dimensions of the
display surface. Pages also provided a natural work unit in
which users could explore a problem, then discard the page
if they were off-track, or push it aside to use a new page
when handling an interruption. We expect that pushing the
page metaphor more, for example, to flip, curl, staple, hyperlink, or embed pages may reap benefits.
Sandwich Problem. With regard to specific UI choices, we
were somewhat surprised to find that users were not inclined to be receptive to bi-manual interaction. We summarize their reticence as the sandwich problem in which participants felt that it was unnatural to require bi-manual interaction since their other hand might be doing something
else, like holding a sandwich. We interpret this to mean that
users are not only concerned with actually using their other
hand to do something else but they also were concerned
that they might want to do something with their other hand
besides improve a manipulation they could do almost as
well with one hand. In essence, if the effort expended on
bi-manual interaction appears to greatly exceeds any performance benefit gained, then uni-manual interaction may
be preferred. It is possible bimanual gestures take “getting
used to” and so it may be appropriate to always have unimanual alternatives to ease the learning curve and to address the sandwich problem.
Recognition. Counterbalancing the sandwich principle
somewhat, we observed that the most likely gestures to be
misrecognized were those that required either multi-touch
or pen input, but not both. Hybrid TAP gestures were not
accidentally triggered during the evaluation. However,
largely due to the poor quality of the pen used, there were
occasions when a TAP gesture stem was not recognized
causing ink to be left on the display. Thus we expect that it
may be important to increase recognition latitude of the pen
part of a TAP gesture, perhaps in response to sensing a
hand hovering over the display, and/or to develop efficient
recovery techniques when the pen stem is not recognized.

Participants reported that the ability to manipulate mathematical expressions with simple manipulations would be
very useful to them when doing math-related work – they
liked the idea of working step by step and not just being
given an answer. Participants were unanimous in noting
that being able to manipulate math would both save them
time and would help them avoid being confused by transcription errors. Several commented that manipulating
math would help them to explore possible transformations
when they were unsure of the next step. All participants
found that being able to seamlessly write mathematics and
then create and explore its graphical representation was
very powerful. However, some participants felt that multitouch dragging and zooming were insufficient and that we
needed mechanisms for “resetting” the graph domain and
range and for automatically choosing “good” bounds. We
were surprised that despite the very poor quality of the light
pen that we provided, participants could write math that
was generally correctly recognized.
In terms of functionality, some participants wanted higherlevel operations than simple algebraic transformations, with
one requesting us to support all of Mathematica. Since
StarPad already can use Mathematica for computation, adding additional math functionality is quite feasible. All participants thought that the ability to simplify equations and
compute values would be very useful, although some worried that notations written on one page might affect computations on another and were satisfied when informed that
expressions were scoped to their page.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our central hypothesis, that people would learn and work
more efficiently if CAS functionality were available in a
paper-like environment, was not contradicted by our evaluation. There seemed to be unanimous agreement that mathematical problem solving is most naturally driven by an
unconstrained handwriting-based UI, but that paper and
pencil, despite being the tool of choice, suffers from requiring tedious and error prone transcription and from failing to
provide basic computational assistance needed to avoid
making “stupid mistakes.” The ability of our system to
support free-form note taking, symbolic and numerical
computation, graphing, and function transformation all
“without” a UI led participants to conclude that the system
has “great potential.” The most significant perceived obstacle to adoption was the bulky, non portable form factor of
our Microsoft Surface hardware and the low quality of light
pen input, as compared to physical pens or even Tablet PC
ink. It was also clear that extending the set of possible
mathematical operations should be a high priority. We also
feel important recognition techniques still need to be addressed, for example, to interpret math written on angled
baselines, to automatically distinguish mathematics notations from diagrams and free-form inking, and to recognize,
anchor and track annotations of typeset terms and symbols.
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Physical skill. We also found it notable that different users
employed different, often inefficient, physical strategies
when performing gestures. When shown a more efficient
technique, they were almost instantly able to improve their
performance, in many cases having an “Aha” moment. For
example, switching between finger tip and finger pad
touching requires only the bending of the second joint of
the index finger; however many users adopted awkward
poses such as fully extending the index finger and rotating
their arm to be perpendicular to the surface. Similarly,
when switching from writing ink with a stylus to dragging
terms with their finger, several users tried to find a place to
put the stylus on the table instead of tucking it up in their
palm. Several users noted that they would like to use under
the rock menus with one hand, but did not figure out on
their own that this could often be accomplished more easily
with the index and forefinger instead of the thumb and index finger. Thus, we expect that pen and multi-touch techniques may require more sophisticated and in-depth disclosure mechanisms than pen only gestures, for instance.
Disclosure and entrenchment. Even though multi-touch input is relatively new, it seemed clear that some techniques
have already become entrenched and others were harder to
discover and master. For example, several users had trouble
considering finger posture as an option for panning a graph
because they felt that two-finger dragging was the de facto
scrolling standard based on their experiences with MacBooks. They also considered their experiences with
iPhones and MacBooks where all touches are equal. Thus
extending disclosure techniques like GestureBar for surface
interaction is worthy area for future research.
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CONCLUSION

We presented a prototype system, Hands-OnMath, which
reduces the barriers to accessing computational assistance
during math problem solving by unifying CAS functionality with a virtual paper UI. This system contributes novel bimanual and gestural techniques for managing and writing
on virtual note pages in addition to direct manipulation
techniques for algebraically transforming mathematical
expressions. Pilot studies indicate that, after refinement, a
mature version of Hands-On Math would be a desirable
tool for scientific and academic note-taking and ideation.
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